Books Give New Dimension to
Spirituality
The Bookmark’s new catalog offers books that define the unseen realm of
intelligence underlying the universe.
SANTA CLARITA, Calif. – September 30 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The Bookmark, of
Santa Clarita, California, is pleased to announce the release of its 2006
catalog. This all-new catalog contains the most comprehensive offering of
Christian Science publications available anywhere. The free catalog offers a
wide range of literature from the early writings Mary Baker Eddy, Bicknell
Young, Edward Kimball, and Martha Wilcox, to the contemporary books of
Richard Claude Haw and Ann Beals.
Christian Science was founded on the symbiotic relationship between science,
religion and the healing power of prayer. It provides a comprehensive
explanation as to how they are directly related to today’s growing conviction
that the universe is the effect of an intelligent Cause. The Bookmark’s wide
array of books and writings provide the most complete and accurate
explanations of this newly discovered spiritual dimension available today.
Through a wide variety of authors, both traditional and contemporary, the
Bookmark’s publications help establish the one Principle, one Cause, one
Mind, and one system of ideas that defines the structure and content of this
hidden realm. The books and writing presented in the new Bookmark catalog
connects the readers with this hidden dimension and makes these amazing
healing powers readily available to everyone.
“This dimension is different from our minds. If it were like us, we could
easily understand it,” said Ann Beals, President of the company. “Because it
is so unlike the human mind, we need some way to begin relating to it.
Christian Science opens up this realm beyond the senses. It correctly defines
its nature and reveals the healing power latent in it.”
Christian Science was first introduced to the world in the late 1800’s. It
was so visionary that it met with great resistance and ridicule. Today the
world is beginning to agree with the controversial statements made by the
discoverer and founder of Christian Science, Mary Baker Eddy. And after more
than a century her writings remain so clear and insightful that they are
still the single most reliable definition of this hidden realm to date.
Though considered a modern religion, Christian Science is actually a very
advanced scientific discovery, essential to the continuing evolution of
civilization. The Bookmark’s all-new 2006 catalog offers the world’s widest
selection of both classic and contemporary publications that open up the door
to new dimension of spirituality and explain how to understand and relate to
it, and how to draw on its healing power.
Call, write, or email for your free copy of the all-new 2006 catalog.
Available from The Bookmark, P.O. Box 801142, Santa Clarita, CA 91380. Phone:

800-220-7767.
About The Bookmark:
First established in 1980, this company is now an international source for
works by early and contemporary Christian Scientists. Dedicated entirely to
publishing literature on Christian Science, the company publishes and
distributes many books and papers that are not available through any other
source. Catalog available on request.
Website: www.thebookmark.com.
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